
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I couldn't cry if I _________________ it.1. (not/get)didn't get

If he _________________ soon, he will be lost.2. (not/halt)does not halt

If you _________________ Cecily, she demands the whole of your life.3.
(love)

love

If they _________________ her-well, she's all right for now.4. (not/love)don't love

It would be splendid if it _________________ so.5. (be)were

You'll be very handsome if you _________________.6. (do)do

And the young man would have been surprised and flattered if he
_________________ how much her indulgence of him in this talk was due to
her genuine liking for him.

7.

(know)
had known

For if you _________________ them not balanced, it will change its form.8.
(suppose)

suppose

If it _________________ worth saying I will not finish the sentence.9.
(not/be)

is not

If Henderson _________________ about it he would have said that he
had not a dollar which he had not earned by hard work.
10.

(passive/ask)
had been asked

My dear, if I _________________ it, I shouldn't have believed that I could
have drawn tears, genuine tears, to the eyes of four grown men.
11.

(not/see)
hadn't seen

You will be killed too, if you _________________.12. (try)try

They'll quarrel with us, if we _________________ you with us.13.
(not/bring)

don't bring

Startled by his tale, she would have taken his wet body in her arms; if the
ghosts of innumerable moments _________________ between.
14.

(not/stand)had not stood

If they _________________ my pension, I will renounce it.15. (threaten)threaten
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If I _________________ no better occupation I will do this every day; I
feel a certain satisfaction in it.
16.

(find)
find

If I _________________ your enemy, it is over a question of principle.17.
(be)

am

If I _________________, it won't be your fault, and you can take the
pieces home to your family.
18.

(fall/and/break)
fall and break

I would have hated him if it _________________ worthwhile.19. (be)had been

We'll sell the coats off our backs, if you _________________ it.20. (wish)wish
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